Dear S129
We need your help!
See we met an alien and he was telling such awful jokes whilst
we were trying to enjoy our brunch. It seems Aliens don’t
like Elves much – he’d parked his spaceship right on
top of an Elf’s portal which was just very rude.
So we decided, in hindsight maybe we should of
planned it a little better, to teach him a lesson. We
needed a vessel to get to Planet Lockdown anyway.

HOW TO USE

It seems these spaceships are archaic vessels. We
launched it no problem, with a little help from the Elf.
Unfortunately we forgot to check how to land it.
Just to let you know we estimate we are currently 30,000 light years away from Planet Lockdown.
We are not sure how long we have got before we need to land but there is light at the end of the
tunnel – we found some landing dials! We just don’t know how to read or set the controls?
Can you help us?
C36 & L55

When I read the compass and realised that if they were eating what
comes out a chickens bum at 11 SMT and they would be having an
encounter with an Alien, I didnt realise they would be hijacking his
spaceship to go intergalactic surfing through the galaxies!
These controls are very strange! They seem to be linked to
personality traits and abilities of the passengers?
Haha these remind me of some stories about the twins…..actually I wonder if they are
useful clues?
Ok Guardian Circle of SLORE – I’m going to need your help. If you can find the answers
please place in your portal as soon as possible before the twins need to land!

1. FIRSTLY, WE NEED TO WORK OUT WHO IS FLYING THE SPACESHIP BY READING
THE FLYING DIALS

Count SOS Secret Diary
BAT POOHEAD
One day Lemy and Cleo were out exploring
the woods in Slore. After a while they
came to a clearing in the trees and in
this clearing was a cave.
Lemy, being curious, wanted to know
what was inside.
Cleo didn’t really care and wanted to
carry on exploring! However, as she
often helped her brother by going first,
she immediately volunteered to go take a
look for Lemy.

Cleo strode right up to the mouth of
the cave and went inside to take a look.
Lemy was itching to find out and called
out to Cleo “Hurry up! Tell me what’s
inside!”.
After a while, she popped her head out
of the cave entrance and said “Not a lot
here, just lots of old Bat poo …can we
move on now?!”
Lemy suddenly started laughing.
“What’s funny?” asked Cleo “You’ve got
bat poo on your head” chuckled Lemy.

2. NOW YOU’VE FIGURED OUT WHO IS FLYING THE SPACESHIP CAN YOU TELL WHICH OF
THE TWINS IS BEST TO LAND IT?

Count SOS Secret Diary
SLORIAN TENNIS MATCH
One day, Cleo and Lemy were playing
a game of Slorian Tennis (a strange
game where each player tries to throw
rackets at a Tennis Ball - accuracy is very
important!).
Cleo was about as good at Slorian tennis
as anybody: no better, no worse. However,
Lemy’s accuracy was among the very
best in the land and he started to win.

Cleo, who knew he’d get bored quickly,
started to win.
Cleo knows she is far more agile than
Lemy. She can run faster and jump
higher!
So she sneakily placed the Slorian
tennis ball so high that Lemy couldn’t
throw his racket that high and she won
the game.

After a while, Lemy’s lack of enthusiasm
for the game really started to show and

3. MAKE YOUR OWN FLYING AND LANDING DIALS
What strange personality traits or abilities would you give your dials so you could fly and
land the spaceship?
Use the empty ones on the last page to print off or create your own hand drawn ones.
Don’t forget to share them with me through your portal

4. VESSELS ALL ACROSS THE UNIVERSE HAVE SO MANY DIFFERENT WAYS TO
CONTROL THEM.
On Earth, vessels called vehicles use gear
sticks and steering wheels.
Here is what I have found out so far.

VESSEL OPERATION TABLE

Specimen

Vessel, Portal

Operation

Alien

Spaceship

Flying/Landing Dials

Human

Vehicle with wheels

Key, Gear Stick and Steering Wheel

Elf

Tree Door

Portal

Evil Scrambler

Twisted Root

Portal

Wizard

Wand Tower

?

Witch

Travelling Hat

?

Counts of SLORE

Tardis

It’s a secret

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

If you had a vessel what would it be? Would you have dials like a
spaceship?
Draw it out and send me your ideas via the portal. You never
know you might be able to fill in some of my VESSEL OPERATION
TABLE or even discover some new vessels or portals within the
galaxy.

NOTE FROM THE GAMESMASTER:

When we are designing escape rooms for real, we like to mix up our clues with
our codes so you don’t always solve everything one after the other and sometimes
it doesn’t matter what order you do everything in. Often we introduce artefacts,
like compasses and flying dials here, that you may have to revisit several times
whilst trying to escape. Can you see here how revisiting the GMT Compass from
Episode 1 links to Count SOS’s Vessel Operation Table above. We call this story
building. One escape room can have several parallel stories going on at once! We
like to confuse and we like to create games that suit a range of personalities and
abilities – that’s why it’s so much fun to play them as a group.

NEXT EPISODE: Watch out for the Evil Scrambler – the twins get lost!
Out 15th July
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The Gamesmaster would love
to see your inventions and code
cracking.
Feel free to send in pictures of
your work to @ModernFablesUK
or @TD4LP or direct to
jay@modern-fables.com
in exchange for discount
vouchers for our escape rooms
when they reopen.

Flying Dials

Landing Dials

